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DEER SEASON IS BACK!
OUR REMINDER TO BE A
DEFENSIVE DRIVER!
On a yearly basis, every motorist in Pennsylvania has a 1 in 77 chance of having a deer-related
collision. This may not seem like a big number, but considering Pennsylvania’s population - that adds
up to about 155,844 known deer-related collisions a year JUST in this state!
Across the entire country this number increases heavily to about one million that
result in the death of 200 Americans, more than 10,000 personal injuries and
approximately $1 billion in vehicle damage. So stay alert when driving, especially in
the peak months of October, November and December!
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VISIT US AT: www.crawfordsac.com




PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE!:

www.crawfordsac.com

Do you, or someone you know, have a non-road worthy vehicle
that you want to get off your hands? Help your local fire
companies, including Minquas Fire Company, Lionville Fire
Company and Alert Fire Company, by donating the vehicle for
their use during various training scenarios! Call us and we can
provide you with documentation that shows that your
old car was donated for tax purposes.
Call our office (#610-269-1610) for more information!


Learn about our business including information on our
history and our goals as your independent, local repair facility.

Read an overview of the services we provide whether it’s within the
boundaries of towing, mechanical repairs or collision repairs.

See our work! We have posted numerous “before-and-after” pictures
of different types of vehicles we have had in our shop
throughout the years.

Read feedback from our customers!

Have important consumer information right at your finger tips!
With links on our website you will have direct website to articles,
educational videos and our past newsletters.







QUICK HIGHLIGHTS ON DEER COLLISIONS!
Pennsylvania is ranked one of the highest states concerning deer collisions.
If you spot one deer, there are usually more! Stay alert and reduce your
speed.
When driving at night, use your high beams to increase visibility - especially where deer crossing signs are posted.
If a deer accident does occur, take pictures of the damages for when you report the claim to your insurance
company - deer collisions are comprehensive claims.
Do not attempt to touch an injured deer! It could react and injure itself more, or injure you! Call the police for help.
If you are stranded, call 610-363-9111, for roadside assistance from the Crawford’s crew!
Information Provided by: The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)

LEAVES ARE DANGEROUS … BE CAREFUL!

Some tips from Crawford’s for the season of Fall!
It is very common for people to be unaware of the dangers that those colorful fall leaves can bring once they start falling
from the branches. But this overlooked danger is what causes a great number of car accidents in the months before winter.
 Wet leaves can be just as dangerous as black ice.
 The leaves can hide various issues in the road, such as large potholes, which if
you hit unexpectedly could cause you to lose control of your vehicle.
 Turning too quickly on wet leaves can cause the vehicle to lose traction on the
ground, causing your vehicle to skid.
 The biggest contributor to wet leaves’ danger is that people aren’t aware that they
could cause harm and ignore that there could be risks entirely. Staying alert while
driving on the roads this fall will keep you safe.

Visit us at:

www.crawfordsac.com
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Click It or Ticket - Buckle up, it’s the law!
There’s no excuse for not wearing a seat belt in a car, and that’s why The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) has launched their campaign entitled, “Click It or Ticket.” The campaign has the singular goal of encouraging
everyone to wear their seat belts in vehicles at all times.
NHTSA’s data shows that seat belts...



Saved about 12,584 lives among vehicle occupants either 5
years or older in 2013



Prevented nearly 62,468 deaths between 2009 and 2013

It’s common for “we’re just going down the street” to be thought of
as a justified excuse to avoid wearing a seat belt, but accidents are
unpredictable and can happen anywhere. Whether its down the
street, around the corner, or just getting around the parking lot, get
into the habit of always wearing your seat belt. If you won’t do
it for yourself or legalities, do it to be a good role model for your
children, younger siblings,, or friends.

IT IS A FACT and proven case after case.
The only accurate method of determining how badly your
vehicle is damaged is to demand a physical
inspection. The law in PA states that a vehicle owner
has a right to request a physical inspection. Even if the
insurance company is pushing you to take photos of your
damage and send them in for estimating purposes, you
can say no! Simply say:
“No, I demand a physical inspection.”
If the claims handler persist simply ask for a supervisor
and demand a physical inspection of your vehicle. If they
continue to push the photo estimate call us (#610-2691610) and we will help you through the process.
OR VISIT: www.stopphotoestimating.com

It’s a simple step, but it can save your life.

In the event of an automobile accident does the
vehicle owner deserve original factory
manufactured parts installed on their vehicle?
The majority of insurance company policies
are full coverage polices, however, insurance
companies also place a clause within their
contracts that stipulates they limit their
coverage to include the use of alternative
part replacements. This means insurance

The insurance industry’s practice of photo-estimating
Is not as consumer friendly as they make it sound!

used, economy and other parts not manufactured by the
original manufacturer of your vehicle. The
importance of this information is to protect
not only the value of your automobile
investment but to also protect the vehicle’s
warranty and longevity throughout your
ownership.

Another consideration would be how
company coverage will cover the cost to
the manufacturer designed your vehicle and
repair your vehicle but the cost will be based
the technology of impact absorption as well
on parts that are not necessarily made by the
as reaction of the airbag deployment and
original manufacturer of your vehicle.
seatbelt restraint systems built with your
vehicle. Permitting the use of aftermarket /
If your vehicle is struck by another
alternative parts in the repairing of your
driver and you allow their insurance company to pay for the vehicle only benefits the insurance company paying your cost
repairs to your vehicle, please be aware you are entitled
of repair. Remember the insurance company that is
to original factory manufactured parts. The liable
responsible to repair your vehicle is also responsible to return
insurance company will attempt to repair your vehicle with
your vehicle to the same condition it was prior to the
alternative parts just like they do with their own
accident or loss incurred. Aftermarket imitation and
policyholders. Alternative automobile and truck parts fall into counterfeit automobile parts will not return your vehicle to its
the category of imitation, counterfeit, aftermarket, salvage,
original condition.

Choose a repair shop. There are many different factors
when choosing a shop, such as quality, speed, price, service, warranty, length of time in business and so on. You
should NEVER choose a shop because they “work” with
the insurance company. This means they do not work for
you!
ALWAYS ask your friends, relatives and colleagues who
has a reputation for quality repairs and service. Do not
rely on one source.
IF you have experience with a collision repair shop and
you trust them, give them the opportunity to tell their
side of the story. This may benefit you!

You may hear that you need to get more than one
estimate. This is NOT true, especially if you have already selected a shop to do your repairs. Getting
multiple estimates may create a problem for
you in resolving your claim.

YOUR VEHICLE,
YOUR CHOICE

USE caution when asking an insurance company for a
referral. Remember that they owe you money and may
not refer you to a reputable repair shop.
ALSO exercise caution when choosing dealership shops,
as many of them are simply in the auto repair business
because it is a requirement.
LASTLY, choose a shop where the owner or manager
loves what they do! Ask them.
Information from www.yourvehicleyourchoice.com

